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Etienne Hatt
artpress n°474, 2020 
about L’utopie fantôme (The Ghost Utopia) 
:
In search of images [extract]

What both of them [De Beyter and Young] make of their inves-

tigation into the images distinguishes them from those artists 

referred to as archivists or iconographers (1). Of course, 

like archivists, De Beyter and Young explore a theme. However, 

what is interesting about their collection doesn’t reside in 

the classification model, which neutralizes images, but in the 

images themselves. De Beyter and Young choose them each time 

for a specific reason. As such, they get closer to iconogra-

phic artists who bring together, often in groups, unique and 

heterogeneous images. But they move away from this by showing 

only a few at most, associating them with their own, or even 

replacing them. The big difference with archivists and ico-
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nographers is that image collection isn’t for  De Beyter and 

Young a goal, but prerequisite.

The visual investigation allows Young to capture the different 

representations of the same subject in time and space, from 

the pionners of the conquest of the air in Maubeuge postcards 

to the latest space expeditions at the Musée du Bourget. But 

their ambition is never documentary. For example, she doesn’t 

rely on archive footage to reconstruct the now-destroyed han-

gar. She exploits their descriptive value less than their 

formal resources or their power of evocation. In the form of 

a book or exhibition, this series links the different imagery 

by blurring the geography and the chronology by a fragmentary 

approach, which delivers only a deliberately disjointed story. 

(…) It is no doubt possible to compare these projects based on 

visual surveys of these research fields around the image, sight 

and visibility opened up by visual history and visual studies, 

the perspective of which is critical. Perhaps we can also draw 

a parallel with the documentary investigations (4) of other 

photographers who, relying on protocols drawn from the social 

sciences, offer, by drawing upon different sources, reflec-

tion in the form of experimentation. Except that here, these 

two photographers take on an even more critical field, freely 

drawing upon archivists, iconographers and investigators. 

(...)
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